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We thank the reviewer for his/her careful reading of our paper, and for his/her remarks that will help enhancing the clarity and the generality of the main ideas. We did our best to take them into account as explained below.

Answer to specific comments:

1. Yes, we agree with the reviewer that the sketch in Figure 1 is not complete, and that there are other possible sources of uncertainty in ocean models. The introduction actually focuses on uncertainties resulting from everything that is not resolved by the model (external world, unresolved scales, unresolved diversity, unresolved processes,…). This includes all approximations in the specification.
of the forcing (simulating the effect of the external world) and in the parameterization of the missing physics (simulating the effect of unresolved processes). However, as the reviewer points out, this is not correctly summarized in Fig. 1. In addition, there are also other possible sources of uncertainty that were not mentioned in the introduction itself. We have thus modified the introduction (and Fig. 1) to enhance the generality of the approach:

- First, Fig. 1 was indeed misleading because it was specific to a model resolving the ‘large scales’. We have thus modified this figure to make it more generic and more consistent with the text of the introduction: the description of system A has been generalized to: “limited ocean system, reduced spectral window, simplified physics, simplified biogeochemistry”, and the description of system B has been generalized to: “external world (e.g. atmosphere), unresolved scales, unresolved processes, unresolved diversity”.

- Second, the following text has been added in the introduction to mention that this does not include all possible sources of uncertainty, with a reference to Palmer et al. (2014) for more information: “The most direct approach to introduce an appropriate level of randomness in ocean models is to use stochastic processes to mimic the effect of uncertainties. In the discussion above (summarized in Fig. 1), a specific focus was given to uncertainties resulting from the effect that unresolved processes (in \( B \)) produce on the system \( (A) \). However, there is a variety of other sources of uncertainty in ocean models (e.g. numerical schemes, machine accuracy, . . . ) that do not enter this particular sketch, and that may also require a stochastic approach (Palmer et al., 2014).”

2. Yes, we agree that the tuning of the perturbation parameters is a very important question, and that general guidelines could be very helpful to users. However, as explained in the last paragraph of section 2.1, the tuning of the parameters is
out of the scope of the present paper. We have tried to modify this paragraph to introduce the ideas raised by the reviewer, but it was difficult to give very precise guidelines. The text of the paper has been modified as follows:

“Referring to the sketch presented in Fig. 1, the general idea to tune the parameters is to obtain reliable probabilistic information on what happens in system \( B \), and to reduce this information to a simple statistical model (e.g. the autoregressive model described above). More precisely, the probability distribution simulating the effect of \( B \) should also be conditioned on what happens in system \( A \). For instance, it can be very important that the probability distribution for the state of the atmosphere (e.g. surface winds) be conditioned on the state of the ocean model (e.g. mesoscale eddies), to simulate the interaction between \( A \) and \( B \). Similarly, the probability distribution for unresolved scales or unresolved diversity usually depends on what happens in system \( A \). This need to correctly simulate conditional probability distributions explains why the tuning of the parameters is not easy, and why an extensive database to learn the statistical behaviour of the coupling between \( A \) and \( B \) is often necessary. In practice, this learning information can be obtained either from observations of the two systems or from other models explicitly simulating the coupling between \( A \) and \( B \). For instance, high-resolution observations or high-resolution models can be used to tune a statistical model for unresolved scales; a model of the atmospheric boundary layer can be used to learn the statistical dependence of the state of the atmosphere to the ocean conditions; a generic biogeochemical model involving a large number of species can be used to understand the statistical effect that unresolved diversity can produce in a simple ecosystem model.

The identification of an appropriate statistical model is thus an important intermediate step that is far from straightforward, and for which it is difficult to provide very precise guidelines. Despite of these difficulties, our point of view is that the tuning of the system is usually even more problematic with a deterministic pa-
rameterization of unresolved processes, since no deterministic simulation could exactly fit the real behaviour of the system.(

3. Yes, we agree that this is useful complement. We have added a new equation (similar to Eqs. 5 and 7) to introduce explicit perturbation of the model forcing. This equation is introduced by the following additional text (at the end of section 2.3): “On the other hand, the external forcing \( u \) (e.g. atmospheric data, river runoff, open-sea boundary conditions, . . . ) can also be a major source of uncertainty in the model, which can be explicitly simulated using a formulation similar to Eq. (5):

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} M(x, u + \delta u^{(i)}, p, t)
\]

(1)

where the fluctuations \( \delta u^{(i)} \) must be tuned to correctly reproduce the effect of uncertainties in the forcing. Introducing appropriate perturbations of the atmospheric data can for instance be useful to include them in the control vector of ocean data assimilation systems (Skandrani et al., 2009; Meinvielle et al., 2013).”

4. Yes, we agree that the reference to ‘weak constraint data assimilation’ was a bit too specific. This has been reformulated to include assimilation systems in a wider sense.

5. Yes, we agree that the expression “unresolved diversity” may not be generic enough in the sense that it does not encompass all possible model simplifications. However, we believe that it is useful to make the connection between similar simplifications in different model components (e.g. biological diversity and diversity of ice dynamical behaviours), and thus to use a similar approach to simulate these uncertainties. What was probably missing in the paper is the description
of the model simplification process that leads to “unresolved diversity”. This simplification process is “aggregation” of several system components (e.g. several biogeochemical species or several ice categories) using one single state variable and one single set of parameters. To clarify this point, the text of the paper has been modified as follows.

In section 2.4, we have tried to clarify what we mean by “unresolved diversity” in general: “Another general source of uncertainty in ocean models is the simplification of the system by aggregation of several system components using one single state variable and one single set of parameters”.

In section 3.2, we have tried to clarify the concept of “unresolved biologic diversity” in particular: “On the one hand, the most common simplification in biogeochemical model (Le Quéré et al., 2005) is to aggregate the biogeochemical components of the ocean in a limited number of categories (defining system $A$ in Fig. 1). This reduces the number of state variables and parameters, and introduces uncertainties in the model equations since the various components included in one single category (unresolved diversity, in system $B$) do not usually display the same dynamical behaviour. To simulate this first class of uncertainty, we will use (...)

**Answer to technical comments:**

All technical comments have been taken into account. In particular, the following modifications have been introduced in the paper:

- P632L5: The likely explanation is that neglecting fluctuations of $P^*$ has the direct effect of increasing the effective ice strength, which leads to a systematic underestimation of ice thickness. The effect of $P^*$ is indeed nonlinear: during the
periods of small $P^*$, the ice thickness has the opportunity to increase, and this increase is not counterbalanced by a symmetric decrease of thickness during the periods of large $P^*$. This explanation has been added in section 3.3.

- P635, Algorithm 2: Yes, this is correct. If there is a restart file, the seeds from the restart file must override the initial seeds of the stochastic simulation. A word of explanation has been added in the algorithm.

- P636L7-14: The last paragraph of the appendix has been moved to the conclusion (with slight modifications).
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